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Scaling laws for the reduction of threading dislocation densities
in homogeneous buffer layers
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In the heteroepitaxial growth of films with large misfit with the underlying substrate~linear
mismatch strains in excess of 1%–2%! the generation of misfit dislocations and threading
dislocations~TDs! is ubiquitous for thicknesses well in excess of the equilibrium critical thicknes
Experimental data suggest that the TD density in relaxed homogeneous buffer layers can be di
into three regimes:~i! an entanglement region near the film/substrate interface corresponding to
densities of;1010–1012 cm22; ~ii ! a falloff in TD density that is inversely proportional to the film
thicknessh, applicable to densities in the range;107–109 cm22; and~iii ! saturation or weak decay
of the TD density with further increase in film thickness. Typical saturation densities are on
order of;106–107 cm22. In this article, we show that the TD reduction may be described in term
of effective lateral motion of TDs with increasing film thickness. An analytic model is develop
that successfully predicts both the 1/h scaling behavior and the saturation of TD densities
Long-range fluctuations in the net Burgers vector content of the local TDs is a cause for satura
behavior. These models are supported by computer simulations. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-8979~96!04919-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the past 20 to 30 years, there has been a subs
tial effort to epitaxially grow a broad range of materials com
binations. In semiconductor heteroepitaxy, the choice o
substrate is dictated by its availability in single crystals,
suitability for the application~e.g., with regard to processing
band gap, and chemical compatibility!, and its cost. While
the substrate constraints offer some flexibility, the choice
material for the film is generally dictated by the applicatio
itself and hence determines the crystal structure and lat
parameter of the film. In many cases the active device la
may have a substantial lattice misfit with the substrate wh
means that there is a possibility of formation of misfit disl
cations~MDs! at the film/substrate interface. Threading di
locations~TDs! accompany the formation of MDs and ofte
find their way into the active region of electronic and opt
electronic devices. Generally, TDs degrade the physi
properties of devices. Thus it is of great importance to est
lish effective means for the elimination or reduction of T
densities.

In this article, we will develop geometrically motivate
scaling laws for TD density reduction in homogeneo
buffer layers. This framework has its foundation in the a
sumption that TD densities are primarily reduced by rea
tions between pairs of TDs that either lead to annihilation
result in one TD~fusion reactions!. The model assumes thre
regimes: entanglement; 1/h scaling; and saturation. The en
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tanglement region corresponds to the highest dislocati
densities near the film/substrate interface where physic
models for annihilation are difficult to apply or study experi
mentally. The 1/h region has a geometric basis in that dislo
cation annihilation requires different minimum energ
growth trajectories for the TDs with the same Burgers vect
thus giving rise to effective relative lateral motion of the TD
with increasing film thickness. The saturation behavior
attributed to local fluctuations in TD densities—possibly as
result of early MD generation processes. The simple scali
laws for TD reduction that we develop are consistent wit
several experimental reports.

II. BACKGROUND

Although there remain many open questions on disloc
tion generation in epitaxial growth, we will only consider the
behavior of TDs that are formed as a consequence of the fi
growth and MD generation. Regardless of the growth mod
for mismatched films~i.e., Frank–van der Merwe~layer-by-
layer!, Stranski–Krastanow~initial wetting followed by is-
landing!, or Volmer–Weber~incoherent islanding! growth!
increasing film thickness will ultimately lead to MD genera
tion and concomitant TDs. The mismatched film will grow
strained but dislocation-free until it reaches a kinetic critica
thicknesshk in excess of the equilibrium critical thickness
hc , whence dislocations nucleate to relieve the strain. T
concepts of equilibrium critical strained layer thicknesse
were first introduced by Frank and van der Merwe and the
developed by Matthews and Blakeslee in a dislocatio
framework and have been extended by several other inve
gators~see, for example, the recent work of Freund1!. For a
fully relaxed film, the linear MD densityrMD,relaxed multi-

ad-
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plied by the edge component of the MD Burgers vector p
allel to the interfacebedge,i is equal to the misfit strainem :

rMD,relaxedbedge,i5em . ~1!

For films of finite thickness that are grown on semi-infini
substrates, the equilibrium linear MD densityrMD,equil may
be readily shown to scale in the following manner:2

rMD,equil5rMD,relaxedS 12
hc
h D . ~2!

In the heteroepitaxial growth of semiconductors with lar
lattice mismatches, e.g.,em.;2%, the critical thicknesses
are on the order of 25 Å and dislocation generation is ub
uitous for layer thicknesses much in excess ofhc ~i.e., MDs
an associated TDs are generated whenh5hk!. For the mod-
eling of TD reduction, we assume cases in whichh@hk.hc
and thus further strain relaxation within a homogeneo
layer by the long-range glide of the threading segments w
be neglected.

For layer-by-layer growth, the prevailing assumption
that dislocation half-loops nucleate at steps or impurities
the growing free surface,3–5 and the loops expand to form
two threading segments, largely of screw character, with
tiparallel Burgers vectors, and a misfit segment at the fil
substrate interface. Thus, the initial TD density is twice t
nuclei density. For TD segments in epitaxial layers, we ad
the convention that the dislocation line direction is in th
same sense as the film/substrate surface normal. This
vention is used because in large mismatch heteroepitaxy
practically impossible to identify matching pairs of threadin
dislocations from the same nucleation event, that is, isola
loops are rarely, if ever, discernible. We note here that
h.hc , the MDs are equilibrium interfacial defects with a
equilibrium population given approximately by Eq.~2!. On
the contrary, the TDs in all cases raise the free energy of
film—the equilibrium density of these defects is zero.

In typical large mismatch semiconductor heteroepitax
the TD density is very high near the film/substrate interfa
and decreases with increasing film thickness. An example
epitaxial GaAs on Si~001! is shown in the lower region of
Fig. 1. The TD density is;1010 cm22 near the film/substrate
interface and begins to fall throughout the GaAs buffer. F
the CdZnTe layer on ZnTe in Fig. 1, again, the TD density
almost immeasurably high near the CdZnTe/ZnTe interfa
then it begins to fall with increasing film thickness. In fact,
is frequently difficult to distinguish micrographs from differ
ent lattice mismatched materials provided that the mater
have the same growth orientation and slip systems. Thus,
motivates a geometrically-based model for TD reduction.

In recent years there have been several efforts to qu
tify the thickness dependence of the TD density for latti
mismatched growth. Sheldonet al. reported on the thickness
dependence of the TD density for the systems InAs/Ga
GaAs/Ge/Si, GaAs/InP, and InAs/InP.6 These systems repre
sented a range of lattice and thermal expansion mismatc
between the film and the substrate. It was found that the
density was proportional to the inverse of the film thickne
for TD densities on the order of;108–109 cm22. Further,
the thickness dependence of the densities were found to
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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fall on the same curve, independent of specific epilaye
substrate combination, as shown in Fig. 2~a!. In a similar
study, Tachikawa and Yamaguchi also observed 1/h ~where
h is the film thickness! behavior for the TD density in thick
films of GaAs-on-Si.7 However, at lower dislocation densi-
ties, a weaker decay was observed, as shown in Fig. 2~b!.
Further, in the study of strained layer superlattices, TD den
sities have commonly been observed to saturate for larg
film thickness.8–10We do not intend to review the wealth of
experimental data on threading dislocations and approach
to their reduction in lattice mismatched epitaxy. Rather, th
goal of this paper is to develop a physically-based model
explain the 1/h behavior for TD density and to discuss pos-
sible origins for the saturation or exponential decay behavio
for large film thicknesses.

III. CONCEPT OF DISLOCATION REDUCTION

The geometrical requirement that dislocation lines ma
end only at free surfaces, high-angle grain boundaries,
other dislocations is a restriction that must be obeyed in a
models for dislocation reduction. For example, we can im
mediately exclude the physically incorrect possibility tha
TDs may end abruptly in a film without joining with another
defect. Further, we treat the problem of threading reductio
assuming a semi-infinite substrate, and thus we intentiona
neglect the possibility of TDs leaving the edges of the thi
film. Thus we work in the limit that TD densities are reduced
by either annihilation of threading segments with antiparalle
Burgers vectors or by reactions in which two TDs combin
to form one TD~referred to hereon as fusion reactions!. For
example, annihilation would result from the reaction of two
TDs with Burgers vectorsa/2[101] anda/2[1̄01̄]. An ex-
ample of fusion would be the energetically favorable reac
tion between two TDs with Burgers vectorsa/2[101] and
a/2[011̄] leading to a single new threading segment with
Burgers vectorsa/2[110].

We work with the further assumption that the TDs main
tain glissile orientations, i.e., after nucleation TDs stay o

FIG. 1. Cross-section transmission electron micrographs showing typic
threading dislocation structures and rapid falloff with increasing layer thick
ness in each layer for Cd12xZnxTe ~top layer!/ZnTe ~/GaAs/Si~001!. This
strong two-beam dark bright-field images was recorded near a@110# zone
axis withg5004.
3809Speck et al.
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their natural slip plane. The annihilation or fusion reactio
may happen in the following ways~shown schematically in
Fig. 3!:

~a! Loops can self-annihilate by glide.
~b! Threading segments from different dislocation sourc

on the same slip plane can either annihilate or fuse
glide.

~c! Threading segments from different dislocation sourc
on the parallel slip systems can either annihilate
fuse. This may be accomplished by conservative dis
cation motion, namely, glide and cross slip. Altern
tively, TD reduction reactions may be achieved entire
by glide and climb of the threading segments.

~d! Threading segments from different dislocation sourc

FIG. 2. Experimental data, reported in the literature, showing the scaling
the threading dislocation density with increasing film thickness.~a! Results
of a study showing the universal 1/h decay of the TD density for high
dislocation densities for a range of systems@after Sheldonet al. ~see Ref.
6!#. ~b! Results of a study showing both the 1/h decay of the TD density for
high dislocation densities and either saturation or exponential decay be
ior of the TD density of thick films@after Tachikawa and Yamaguchi~see
Ref. 7!#.
3810 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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on intersecting slip systems can annihilate or fuse b
glide or climb or a combination of glide and climb.

The process of annihilation may now be considered s
quentially. In Fig. 3~a!, a pair of TDs and the associated MD
are shown. The antiparallel threading segments and the M
form one continuous dislocation line. In principle, if the mis
fit strain in the film changes~for example, through differen-
tial thermal expansion or by diffusion!, then the threading
segments may close back on one another to form a clos
loop ~also shown!. However, in the absence of any strain
reversal, loop self-closure leads to no far field strain relie
Thus, this process of threading annihilation is considered u
viable. In Fig. 3~b!, the geometry is shown for threading
segments generated from separate sources on the same
cific slip plane. In this case, the two threading segments ha
an opposite sense and will annihilate upon contact. It is th
process of annihilation or fusion of TDs nucleated from
separate sources that ultimately leads to dislocation red
tion. However, the likelihood of having independent nucle
ation events on precisely the same slip plane is considered
be vanishingly small, and thus this mechanism is unlike
despite its obvious illustrative appeal.

Annihilation or fusion of threading segments generate

of

hav-

FIG. 3. Possible processes for annihilation of threading dislocations in
dislocated epitaxial film.~a! Loops can self-annihilate.~b! Threading seg-
ments from different dislocation sources on the same slip plane can ann
late. ~c! Threading segments from different dislocation sources on the pa
allel slip systems can annihilate. This may be accomplished by conserva
dislocation motion, namely glide and cross slip. Alternatively, annihilatio
may be achieved entirely by glide and climb of the threading segments.~d!
Threading segments from different dislocation sources on intersecting s
systems can annihilate by glide or by climb or a combination of both glid
and climb.
Speck et al.
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from separate sources, but within some close proximity,
pears to be most probable physical process for disloca
reduction. There are two simple possibilities for this cas
the threading segments lie on parallel slip planes, as sho
in Fig. 3~c!, or they lie on intersecting slip planes as show
in Fig. 3~d!. Threading segments on parallel slip planes c
annihilate or fuse by conservative motion in which one of t
threading segments assumes a pure screw orientation, c
slips onto the slip plane of the other threading segment,
then glides to the other threading segment. Alternatively,
threading segments can move to a minimum separation
tance by glide and then climb together. For the case
threading segments on intersecting slip planes, annihila
or fusion can be achieved by glide alone. We argue bel
that this is the most likely and efficient mechanism for ann
hilation, but first some specific geometrical consideratio
are necessary.

The a/2^110&$111% slip system is the most importan
and common for dislocations in either diamond or zin
blende semiconductors. If the TDs are glissile, then for@001#
growth they will lie on one of four$111% slip planes. With
evolving film growth, the TDs are inclined and their inte
section point with the free surface moves with increasi
film thickness, as shown schematically in Fig. 4. Thus, wit
out glide, there is effective lateral motion of the TDs wit
increasing film thickness.

The minimum energy configuration of a straight TD is
balance between maximizing its screw nature while conc
rently minimizing the total line length. For a film of thick
nessh, consider the minimum energy orientation of a threa
ing segment withb5a/2[1̄01] lying on a~111! glide plane.
The line length of a pure screw segment in this case is giv
as&•h. Using the pure screw orientation as the referen
orientation, the energy of an arbitrarily oriented threadi
segment may be calculated in the line tension approxim
tion11 and is given as

FIG. 4. Effective motion of TDs in the~001! epitaxy of cubic semiconduc-
tors. The intersection point of the TDs with the free surface changes w
increasing film thickness. TD1 has a Burgers vectora/2[1̄01] and lies on
the (11̄1) plane with a [1̄12] line direction, TD2 has a Burgers vecto
a/2[101̄] and lies on the~111! plane with a@112# line direction.~a! Position
of TD1 and TD2 at film thicknessh1 and ~b! position of TD1 and TD2 at
film thicknessh2 . The vectorsm1 andm2 are unit vectors in the plane of the
film surface and represent the direction of motion of the TDs on the fi
surface with increasing film thickness.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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E~h,f!5
mb2

4p

A3h
A2 cos~p/62f!

3S cos2 f1
sin2 f

12n D lnS aR

b D , ~3!

wheref is the angle between the threading segment and
[1̄01] direction,m is the shear modulus, andR is a length
that is determined by the mean spacing between TDs but a
weakly depends onh andf. SinceR is in the argument of
the logarithm, we neglect anyR dependence onE(h,f). We
note that the minimum TD line length corresponds to
[1̄1̄2] line direction. A plot of this energy forn50.3 is
shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the minimum ener
orientation is;15° away from the screw orientation in th
direction that reduces its line length.

Now we consider the geometry of the full set of possib
glissile threading dislocations for the~001! epitaxy of cubic
semiconductors. Again, the slip system in the film will b
given asa/2^110&$111%. Thus, there are four unique$111%
planes and six uniquê110& directions. Considering that the
dislocation Burgers vectors can assume either positive
negative sense, there are 12 possible Burgers vectors.
nally, a glissile dislocation with ana/2^110& Burgers vector
can have its line in one of two possible$111% planes and thus
there are a total of 24 specific dislocation Burgers vector/s
plane combinations. In Fig. 6 the geometry of the TDs
shown both in perspective and in projection along@001#. The
position of the intersection of specific TDs with the free su
face of the film is denoted with a symbol shown in the figur
Additionally, a reaction table between all of the possib
Burgers vectors for the TDs is given in Table I. Details
this table will be discussed shortly.

The inclined orientation of the TDs leads to a geomet
cally governed situation in which the threading segments t
lie on intersecting slip planes will have a minimum separ
tion distance with increasing film thickness. Consider aga

ith

r

lm

FIG. 5. Orientational dependence for the total energy of a threading di
cation with Burgers vectora/2[1̄01] in a film of thicknessh. The film
normal is@001# and ~111! is the specific slip plane. Isotropic elasticity wa
used for these calculations withn50.3. The inset perspective drawing show
the orientation of a TD withb5a/2[1̄01] on a ~111! plane in an~001!
epitaxial film.
3811Speck et al.
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the specific example shown in Fig. 4. TD1 lies on the (111̄)
plane and has a Burgers vectora/2[1̄01], TD2 lies on the
~111! plane and has Burgers vectora/2[101̄]. At film thick-
nessh1 , TD1 and TD2 are separated by a distancer 1 , at film
heighth2 the TDs are separated by a distancer 2 . If the TDs
come within a distance such that the interaction force is s
ficient to initiate thermally assisted glide, then the disloc
tions will begin to move together and subsequently anni
late or fuse. The minimum distance necessary to initi
glide depends on the kind of possible reaction between
fects and is referred to as the annihilation radiusr A or the
fusion radiusr F . The concept of an annihilation radius ha
been developed earlier by Kusov and Vladimirov12 and by
Martisov and Romanov13 and used by the latter researche
in TD reduction problems.

A simple estimation of the annihilation radius can b
obtained by comparing the elastic force acting between t
dislocations with the friction force caused by the Peie
stresssp . Balancing these forces givesr A'mb/2psp . For
usual values ofsp'1023–1024 m, r A'102–103 b, or

FIG. 6. Slip geometry fora/2^110&$111% systems for~001! epitaxial films.
The four inclined$111% planes and the inclineda/2^101& edges of the half-
octahedron represent the active slip systems for surface nucleation of M
and TDs.
3812 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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r A'500–5000 Å. The inclined orientation of the threadin
segments leads to effective lateral motion of the TDs, in t
case with increasing film thickness. Virtually all successf
approaches to reducing TD density rely on enhancing
effective lateral motion of TDs such that the TDs will fa
within an annihilation or fusion radius of one another. This
the essential concept of TD reduction.

To find the value of ther A or r F we must solve the
complicated problem of the interaction of two angular TD
MDs near a free surface. Factors such as temperature, Pe
barrier, internal and externally imposed stresses, presenc
point defects must all be considered. For the current inve
gation, we will treatr A and r F as constant parameters. Film
thickness and dislocation densities are then normalized tor A
and r A

22, respectively. Before a reaction commences, a T
has no degrees of freedom~its motion is determined by the
minimum line energy orientation!. After the reaction begins,
TDs may either cross slip or climb, thus providing the TD
with additional degrees of freedom.

IV. POSSIBLE REACTIONS BETWEEN THREADING
DISLOCATIONS IN CUBIC SEMICONDUCTORS

Before the scaling laws are developed, it is instructive
consider possible reactions between undissociated glis
threading dislocations. Since the energy per unit length o
dislocation is proportional tob2, we will use this as an initial
criteria in the reactions. In Table I, reactions between the
possible TD Burgers vectors are shown for the slip syst
a/2^101&(111) applicable to the~001! growth of a cubic
semiconductor. The first eight Burgers vectors~in either the
columns or rows! may result from surface nucleation of half
loops. The final four Burgers vectors combinations in Tabl
have Burgers vectors that are parallel to the film/substr
interface and result from fusion reactions between TDs w
inclined Burgers vectors. The entries in Table I with a0
correspond to annihilation; entries denoted with anX corre-
spond to unfavorable reactions and also repulsive inter
tions; entries with a specific resultant Burgers vector cor
spond to fusion reactions; finally, entries designatedN

Ds
sive
oop
TABLE I. Possible reactions between threading dislocations in the epitaxy of cubic semiconductors. The TDs havea/2^101& type Burgers vectors. Table
entries for complete annihilation reactions are indicated by0, the resulting dislocation Burgers vector is shown for half-annihilation reactions, repul
interactions are shown with anX, energetically unfavorable reactions are shown byN. TDs 1 through 8 correspond to those generated by surface half-l
nucleation. TDs 9 through 12 correspond to those generated either by island growth or fusion reactions.

b1\b2

1
a/2[101]

2
a/2[1̄01̄]

3
a/2[1̄01]

4
a/2[101̄]

5
a/2[011]

6
a/2@011#

7
a/2[01̄1]

8
a/2[011̄]

9
a/2[110]

10
a/2@110#

11
a/2[11̄0]

12
a/2[1̄10]

1 a/2[101] X 0 N N X a/2[11̄0] X a/2[110] X a/2[01̄1] X a/2[011]
2 a/2[1̄01̄] 0 X N N a/2[1̄10] X a/2@110# X a/2[011̄] X a/2@011# X
3 a/2[1̄01] N N X 0 X a/2@110# X a/2[1̄10] a/2[011] X a/2[01̄1] X
4 a/2[101̄] N N 0 X a/2[110] X a/2[11̄0] X X a/2@011# X a/2[011̄]

5 a/2[011] X a/2[1̄10] X a/2[110] X 0 N N X a/2[1̄01] a/2[101] X
6 a/2@011# a/2[11̄0] X a/2@110# X 0 X N N a/2[101̄] X X a/2[1̄01̄]

7 a/2[01̄1] X a/2@110# X a/2[11̄0] N N X 0 a/2[101] X X a/2[1̄01]

8 a/2[011̄] a/2[110] X a/2[1̄10] X N N 0 X X a/2[1̄01̄] a/2[101̄] X
9 a/2[110] X a/2[01̄1] a/2[011] X X a/2[101̄] a/2[101] X X 0 N N
10 a/2@110# a/2[01̄1] X X a/2@011# a/2[1̄01] X X a/2[1̄01̄] 0 X N N
11 a/2[11̄0] X a/2@011# a/2[01̄1] X a/2[101] X X a/2[101̄] N N X 0
12 a/2[1̄10] a/2[011] X X a/2[011̄] X a/2[1̄01̄] a/2[1̄01] X N N 0 X
Speck et al.
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correspond to possible reactions between two TDs with p
pendicular Burgers vectors, theb2 criteria is not applicable
for these reactions; rather, the possible reactions may be g
erned by a balance between core energy and line length m
mization. A complete treatment of the problem also includ
the specific slip planes for the TDs and this leads to a tota
24 specific TD/slip plane combinations. Such a treatm
will be presented in a separate paper.

Table I is a useful tool for discussing the physical pr
cesses of TD reduction. The upper left 838 entries corre-
spond to reactions between primarily generated TDs, i.e.,
sets of reactions between TDs initially generated from s
face nucleation. From the entries, it is easy to see that of
eight reactions one leads to annihilation, two to fusion, a
five are unfavorable and may lead to changes in the s
plane of the TDs by cross slip. The two fusion reactions, e
a/2[101]1a/2[011̄]→a/2[11̄0], between primary TDs lead
to TDs with Burgers vectors parallel to the film/substra
interface. These secondary TDs can react with the prim
TDs, in this case leading to either repulsion for one half
the reactions or further fusion reactions for the other half
the reactions; these entries are given in the 834 entries in the
upper right hand corner of the table and the 438 entries in
the lower left hand corner of the table. Finally, reactio
between the secondary TDs, given in the lower 434 entries
in the table, can lead to either annihilation~one fourth of the
entries!, one fourth lead to repulsion, and since the second
TDs may have perpendicular Burgers vectors, one half of
possible reactions correspond to no reaction.

V. DEVELOPMENT OF SCALING LAWS FOR
THREADING DISLOCATION REDUCTION

The entanglement region corresponds to the film nea
to the substrate where the TD density is often on the orde
1010–1012 cm22 ~e.g., see Fig. 1!. At such high densities,
individual TDs are difficult to resolve, even by weak bea
TEM imaging techniques. When individual TDs are resol
able by TEM, it is difficult to determine their geometry in th
foil and their reactions with other TDs. In close analogy
highly cold worked metals, where dislocation forests c
form, we call this the entanglement region. With increasi
film thickness, the dislocation density falls off quickly, in
manner that has yet to be determined and the mean TD s
ing becomes larger than either the annihilation or fusion
dius. We believe that modeling the TD reduction in this r
gion represents the area with the least possibility
successfully describing the physical behavior.

We begin by assuming that the threading dislocatio
have minimum energy orientations that allow annihilation
fusion reactions with changing film thickness. With increa
ing film thickness, the separation distance between the T
will change, and at some film thickness, a minimum sepa
tion distance will be achieved between TDs with differe
Burgers vectors. If the approach distance between two T
with different Burgers reaches a value in which the TD
begin to glide together because of the attractive force fie
the TD will come together and annihilate or fuse, this sep
ration distance is given as the annihilation radiusr A or the
fusion radiusr F .
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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The governing differential equation for TD reduction
may be derived, for simplicity, by considering only annihi
lation reactions. In projection, each TD will sweep out a
interaction areaS52r A tancDh with change in thickness
Dh, wherec is the angle between the TD line direction an
the surface normal. Each TD will encounterN5rS other
TDs and thusDr52Nr52r2S522r A tanc r2Dh. Tak-
ing the limit thatDh becomes vanishingly small leads to the
differential equation:

dr522r A tancr2dh. ~4!

A further geometrical consideration leads to a final modifi
cation to the coefficient in Eq.~4!. The TDs that will interact
must have net relative motion, which can be characterized
a factorM5utanc imi2tanc jmj u, wherem is a unit vector
that gives the lateral motion of TDsi and j on the film
surface with changing film thickness, see Fig. 4. With th
modification, we can write the overall equation for TD re
duction as

dr52Kr2dh, ~5!

whereK52r AM̄ andM̄ represents the average value of th
net relative of motion of all possible pairs of TDs with
changing film thickness. Equation~5! may be integrated as
follows:

E
r0

r 1

r2
dr52KE

h0

h

dh, ~6!

wherer0 is the threading dislocation density ath0 andh0 is
the starting thickness and usually can be taken as the thi
ness for which the average spacing between threading dis
cations is larger than the annihilation radiusr A . This directly
leads to

r5
1

K~h2h0!11/r0
. ~7!

With the definition:ĥ[1/Kr02h0 , Eq. ~7! simplifies to

r5
1/K

h1ĥ
. ~8!

When h@ĥ, the threading dislocation density is inversely
proportional to the film thickness, i.e.,

r5
1

Kh
. ~9!

This simple approach thus predicts the 1/h scaling behavior.
If we set K equal to twice the annihilation radius 2r A
(M̄51), we may readily solve forĥ. For instance, if the
initial threading dislocation density is 1010 cm22, h050 ~for
simplicity! and the annihilation radius is 500 Å, thenĥ has a
value of 1000 Å. If we assumeh@ĥ, Eq. ~9! would be valid
for thicknesses on the order of 1mm and larger, this is in
close agreement with the initial thicknesses for which T
densities are commonly reported. We note that the Sheld
et al. data shown in Fig. 2~a! correspond to anr A value of
;500 Å and the Tachikawa and Yamaguchi data shown
Fig. 2~b! correspond to anr A value of;1000 Å. Note that
these values of the annihilation radius are in reasonab
3813Speck et al.
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FIG. 7. Dependence of threading dislocation density on film thickness, numerical solutions~dashed lines! and results of computer simulation for~a,b!
balanced initial TD density and for~c,d! unbalanced initial TD density.~a! and~c!: Thickness dependence of TD density for each type of TD~linear scale!.
The densities are given in units ofr A

22. ~b! and ~d!: Total TD density, log-log scale. The normalized total density is shown, i.e.,rT(h)/( j51
12 r j (hi). The

thickness in all of these plots is normalized byr A . Initial dislocation densities:~a!,~b!: r15r25...5r850.05/r A
2; r95r105r115r1250. ~c!,~d!: r150.06/r A

2,
.r25r35r45r55r65r75r850.05/r A

2, r95r105r115r1250. For the numerical solutions, the parameters were set such thatr A5r F and M̄51. For the
balanced case~b! note that the slope is21 for thicknesses larger than;10r A . For the unbalanced case~d!, note that the slope is approximately21 for roughly
one decade of thickness and then decreases forh.200r A and the density then saturates for increasingh.
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agreement with the simple estimation based on the force
ance between attractive force for two TDs and the fricti
force due to the Peierls stresssp ~see above!.

Table I can be used to write a system of 12 couple
first-order, nonlinear, ordinary differential equations for th
TD densities. If we consider the reactions that directly im
pact the density of TDs with Burgers vectora/2[101] ~des-
ignated 1 throughout Table I or simply as ‘‘1’’ here!, then
112→0 ~annihilation!; 112→11 ~fusion!; 118→9;
1110→7; and 1112→5. These reactions all reducer1.
However, 1 may be generated by the following reaction
5111→1 and 719→1. Thus the first differential equation in
this system of 12 equations may be written as

dr1
dh

52K1,2r1r22K1,6r1r62K1,8r1r82K1,10r1r10

2K1,12r1r121K5,11r5r111K7,9r7r9 , ~10!

where theKm,n coefficients correspond to the specific rea
tion cross sections. This equation can be simplified subs
tially by assuming that there are only two relevant cross s
tions: those for annihilation and those for fusion, thus eq
10 can be rewritten as

dr1
dh

522r AM̄r1r222r FM̄r1~r61r81r101r12!

12r FM̄ ~r5r111r7r9!, ~11!
3814 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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where 2r AM̄ has replacedK1,2 and 2r FM̄ has replaced all
coefficients for fusion reactions,r F is the fusion radius, and
the coefficientM̄ accounts for geometrical factors of relativ
dislocation motion. Equation~11! is representative of one of
the 12 equations in the system.

Numerical solutions for the system of coupled differe
tial equations for TD density can readily be obtained usi
standard mathematical software. This capability facilitates
understanding of many of the general features of TD red
tion. To illustrate solutions, first consider the case in whi
the initial TD density corresponds to equal populations
TDs with inclined Burgers vectors, i.e., TDs 1 through 8
Table I, and zero initial population of TDs with Burger
vectors parallel to the film/substrate interface, i.e.,r9(h0)
throughr12(h0)50. The thickness dependence of the ind
vidual TD densities is shown in a linear plot in Fig. 7~a!
~dashed lines!. Note thatr1 throughr8 all decrease mono-
tonically with increasing film thickness. However,r9 through
r12 initially increase very rapidly, then also begin to fall wit
increasingh. The initial increase inr9 throughr12 is due to
fusion reactions amongst TDs 1 through 8. The reduction
the total TD density,rT , with increasingh can be seen in the
log-log plot in Fig. 7~b!. The slope of logr2log h ap-
proaches21 for largeh. Thus, even when a more complet
crystallographic treatment is taken into account, the total T
density follows the same behavior (1/h) as predicted with
the simplified model@Eq. ~9!#. Note that no saturation behav
Speck et al.
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ior is observed for this case; rather,rT continues to decrease
with increasing film thickness.

It is also instructive to consider cases in which the initi
TD densities are unbalanced such that the film has a
Burgers vector content. Solutions to the system of coup
differential equations are shown in Figs. 7~c! and 7~d! for a
case for which the initial TD densities athi are given as
r1.r25r35r45r55r65r75r85r i and r95r105r11
5r1250. In this case, the film has a net TD density
Dr5r12r i . From Fig. 7~c! ~dashed lines!, the densities of
dislocations 1 through 8 all begin to fall with increasingh,
due to both annihilation and fusion reactions. The densit
of dislocations 9 through 12 initially increases with increa
ing h due to the fusion reactions, then the densities of th
dislocations also begins to fall. For larger values ofh, r2
throughr12 monotonically decrease and asymptotically a
proach 0. However,r1 asymptotically approaches a satur
tion value ofDr. The saturation behavior is most readi
observed in Fig. 7~d! ~dashed line!, which shows on logarith-
mic axes the dependence of therT on h. rT saturates to a
value ofDr because of the initial imbalance in TD densit
From these results, it becomes obvious that in all cases
which the initial TD configuration has a net Burgers vect
content, there will be saturation in the TD density regardle
of the final film thickness. The origins of the net Burge
vector content in the film and the applicability of this con
cept will be developed shortly. First, however, we will sho
initial results of simulations of TD reduction.

Computer simulations provide a means to apply a sim
set of physically motivated rules, in this case for interactio
between TDs, and then consider the behavior of large
sembles of entities. The simulations were performed for
same slip geometry as described previously, namely,~001!
growth of a cubic semiconductor witha/2^100&$111% slip
systems. In the simulation domain which was embedded
material with random boundary conditions~see below! the
initial dislocation densityr0 was prescribed and normalize
to r A

22. Since the growth trajectories of the dislocations
relevant for the simulations, each possible Burgers vec
can lie on one of two$111% planes. Thus, there are 24 pos
sible specific Burgers vector/slip plane combinations. To
cilitate the simulations, the line direction of the TDs wa
given as either@112#, [11̄2], @112#, [1̄12] depending on
whether the TD was on the~111!, (1̄11), (111), (11̄1)
plane, respectively. The initial dislocation type and positi
were randomly generated such that the type~1 through 24!
and coordinate were independently generated. All pairs
TDs that fell withinr A of each other were considered in th
context of possible reactions and those with favorable re
tions were either removed~annihilation! or combined into
one TD with a new Burgers vector~fusion!. If there was no
reaction, the pair was left undisturbed. Following the inqui
process, the film thickness increased byDh and the TDs all
translated laterally byDh tanc in same sense as their lin
direction. The inquiry process was then repeated and all T
within an annihilation radius of one another were either r
moved, combined, or left unchanged. This process
‘‘growth’’ and inquiry was then repeated until the final film
thickness was reached. If a TD exits the simulation doma
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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it was reintroduced randomly on the opposite edge of t
domain from where it departed. In this manner there was
dislocation reduction through boundary disappearance. T
random re-introduction also avoids artificial steady-state d
tribution profiles.

The simulations show remarkably close agreement w
the results from the differential equations. In Figs. 7~a! and
7~c! we show on linear axes the thickness dependence of
density of the 12 different populations from the simulation
~solid lines!. The monotonically decreasing densities wi
increasingh correspond to the TDs generated from surfa
nucleation~inclined Burgers vectors!. The TDs with initially
increasing densities correspond to the TDs with Burgers v
tors parallel to the film/substrate interface. For this compa
son, the numerical solutions for the coupled different
equations were obtained forr A5r F andM̄51. Note that the
simulation results also lead to 1/h scaling behavior and satu
ration behavior.

We have demonstrated that net Burgers vector conten
the TD density leads to saturation behavior. For a large a
film, the net Burgers vector content in the total TD popul
tion should be nearly zero. However, for the geometrica
enhanced TD reduction, the relevant area for TD annihi
tions and fusion reactions is;h2 tan2 c'h2. This is also the
relevant area to consider TD density fluctuations. The to
TD densityrT~r ! may be written as a sum of the individua
densities, i.e.,

rT~r !5(
i

r i~r !5 r̄1(
i

Dr i~r !, ~12!

wherer i~r ! is the spatially dependent density of thei th type
of TD, r̄ is the average TD density~averaged over the area
of the film!, andDr i~r ! is the spatial fluctuation of the den
sity of the i th type of TD. Since the sampling area for TD
reactions is;h2, the fluctuations in any particular densit
should only be considered for sampling areas greater thanh2.
The saturation behavior may result from local net TD Bu
gers vector content. Thus the saturation densityrs(r ) will
vary locally and can be approximated by a local total Bu
gers vector summation normalized by the magnitude of
Burgers vector, i.e.,

rs~r !'
1

b U(
i51

N

r i~r !biU, ~13!

wherebi is the Burgers vector of thei th type of TD,b is the
magnitude ofbi , andN is the number of unique TD families
Note that this equation should properly describe fluctuatio
in the net TD Burgers vector content. Again, the sampli
area forrs(r ) should be on the order ofh2.

Presently, we can only speculate on the physical orig
of the fluctuations in the net Burgers vector content of t
TDs. It is possible that early in the TD generation proce
the MD have long glide lengths since there are few oth
MDs that act as barriers to glide. If a limited number o
sources are active in the initial generation process, the T
on any individual half-loop may become separated by d
tances well in excess ofh. If the TDs from a specific source
are blocked by an obstacle, for instance an orthogonal MD14
3815Speck et al.
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or a cluster of MDs, then there can be local fluctuations
the Burgers vector content of the TDs. Unfortunately, th
generation problem still remains poorly understood and fu
ther interpretation of the TD saturation requires further e
periments.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have considered the general problem of the redu
tion of TD density in homogeneous buffer layers. The phys
cal mechanisms responsible for TD reduction are reactio
between TDs that lead to either annihilation or fusion. The
reactions are only possible if the TDs have a minimum sep
ration distance smaller than a physically prescribed intera
tion distance~annihilation radius or fusion radius!. It has
been established that in homogeneous buffer layers the
tance between TDs is governed by geometrical factors su
as the inclination of the TDs with respect to the free surfa
of the layer. As a result of layer growth, the point that a T
intersects the free surface will change. This is effective
equivalent to lateral motion of the TD and it leads to en
hanced probability of annihilation if the TDs have a set o
different trajectories.

We have specifically considered the crystallography
TDs and their reactions in fcc semiconductors. On the ba
of this approach, the simple 1/h scaling law for TD reduction
has been derived in the most general form and also fo
series of coupled differential equations describing TD redu
tion in cubic semiconductors. The 1/h scaling behavior was
also demonstrated in computer simulations of TD reductio
Additionally, we show that net Burgers vector content in th
TDs must lead to saturation behavior. On this basis, we p
3816 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 80, No. 7, 1 October 1996
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pose that saturation is a consequence of fluctuations in
net Burgers vector content in the film with a wavelength i
excess of the characteristic sampling length.
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